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Army Armor Board, Fort Knox, Ky.
A-ART
Army Artillery Board, Fort Sill, 0kla.
AAAS
American Association for the Advancement of Science
AAB
Army Aviation Board Fort Rucker, Ala.
AACB
Aeronautics and Astronautics Coordinating Board
AACM
Average Absolute Control Movement
AADB




Aeroplane and Armament Experiment Establishment, (Gt. Brit.)
AAESWB
Army Airborne, Electronics and Special Warfare Board, Fort Bragg, N. C.
AAFE
1. Advance Applications Flight Experiment Program
2. Aero Assist Flight Experiment
AAH
1. Advanced Attack Helicopter
















Arctic Aeromedical Lab., Fort Wainwright, Alaska
Atmospheric Angular Momentum
Airborne Antarctic Ozone Experiment
Apollo Applications Program
American Astronautical Society
Airborne Arctic Stratospheric Expedition
Army Arctic Test Board, Fort Greely, Alaska
Airborne Beacon Interference Locator
Army Biological Labs., Frederick, Md.
Amazon Boundary Layer Experiment
Apogee Boost Motor
Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene
Atlas Centaur (Intermediate class expendable launch vehicle)
Attitude Control Assembly (Space Station)








2. Active Control Aircraft
3. AdvancedCompositionExplorer




Autogenetically-ControlledCesium(or Colloid) Electro-NuclearThrust system
ACCESS
AssemblyConceptfor Constructionof Erectable Space Structure
ACDTR




Aeronautical Chart and Information Center (AF), St. Louis, Mo.
ACIP
1. Aerodynamic Coefficient Identification Package (Space Shuttle)
2. Aerodynamic Coefficient Instrumentation Package (Space Shuttle)
ACLS
1. Air Cushion Landing System
2. Automated Control and Landing System
3. Automatic Carder Landing System
ACOSS








Assured Crew Return Capability
ACRDL
Army Chemical Research and Development Labs., Army Chemical Center, Md.
ACRIM
Active Cavity Radiometer Irradiance Monitor
AC&S






Avionic and Control System Hardware
ACSIL
Admiralty Centre for Scientific Information and Liaison (Great Brit.).
ACSSB
Amplitude Companded Single Sideband
ACT
1. Advanced Concepts Test



























4. Analog to Digital Converter
5. Automatic Deviation Control
ADCLS






















1. Aerospace Data Systems
2. Altitude Decompression Sickness
3. Audio Distribution System (Space Shuttle)
ADSF
Advanced Directional Solidification Furnace
ADSP








Advanced Protein Crystal Growth
AE















Arnold EngineeringDevelopmentCenter,Arnold Airforce Station,Tenn.

















Army ElectronicsResearchandDevelopmentActivity (White SandsMissile Range,N.
Mex. andFort Huachuca,Ariz.)
AERDL








Air ForceArmamentCenter,Eglin Air ForceBase,Fla.
AFBMD


























Air ForceInst. of Tech.,Wright-PattersonAir ForceBase,Ohio
AFITV








Air Force Missile Test Center, Patrick Air Force Base, Fla.
(Later AFETR)
AF Mission Test Center
AFOSR
Air Force Office of Scientific Research, Washington, D. C.
AFPCB
Armed Forces Pest Control Board, Washington, D.C.
AFPRL
Air Force Personnel Research Lab.
AFPTRC
Air Force Personnel and Training Research Center, Lackland
Air Force Base, Tex., Later Air Force Personnel Research Lab.
AFRPL
Air Force Rocket Propulsion Laboratory
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AFSAWC





(Now known asthe SpaceTestCenter)
AFSWC
























































































As Low As ReasonablyAchievable
ALARM Project


























1. Advanced Levitation Unit








Army Material Command, Washington, D.C.
(Later MDRC, Darcon)
AMC-AF
Air Materiel Command, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio
After Air Force Logistics Command
AMC-RA
Army Missile Command, Redstone Arsenal, Huntsville, Ala.
AMDS
Astrophysics Master Directory System (AMDS)
AML
Admiralty Materials Lab. (Gt. Brit.)
AMMRC
Army Materials and Mechanics Research Center
AMMS
Advanced Microwave Moisture Sounder
AMOS

















(LaterAMMRC - Army MaterialsandMechanicsResearchCenter)
AMRL
1. 6570th AerospaceMedical ResearchLabs., AerospaceMedical Div.
Wright-Patterson Air ForceBase,Ohio
2. Army MedicalResearchLab.,Fort Knox, Ky.
AMRNL
Army Medical ResearchandNutrition Lab.,Denver,Colo.
AMRT





























Army Navy Instrumentation Program
ANL





























1. Admiralty (Gt. Brit.)
2. Airborne Oceanographic Lidar
Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association
Acquisition of Signal (Space Shuttle)






Anomalies in Ocean Surface Temperature
Acousto-Optical Tunable Filter
Aeroassist Orbital Transfer Vehicle
Geomagnetic Activity Index
Artificial Payload Accommodation Equipment
Automated Pilot Advisory System
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APC















Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md.
APGC





2. Apollo Program Office
APPR
Army Package Power Reactor
APRL
Army Prosthetics Research Lab., Walter Reed Army Medical Center,
Washington, D.C.
APRO


























1. AeronauticalResearchCouncil, (Gr. Brit.)
2. Aggregationof RedCells (Low-g experiment)
3. AmesResearchCenter
ARCS


















1. Admiralty ResearchLab. (Gt. Brit.)
2. 6571stAeromedicalResearchLab.,Holloman Air ForceBase,N. Mex.













































Advanced Sodium Cooled Reactor
ASCS



























































AmericanSocietyfor Testing and Materials
• ASTOVL
Advanced Short Takeoff and Vertical Landing (aircraft)
ASTP
1. Advanced Systems Technology Program
2. Apollo-Soyuz Test Project (U.S.S.R./U.S.)
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ASTRO
















1. Air TransportAssociationof America
2. Atmospheres,Absolute
ATAC
Army Tank-AutomotiveCommand(or Center)Detroit, Mich.
ATARS












Air Traffic Control Advisory Committee,(Dept. of Transp.)
ATCCC






AerospaceTechnologyDivision (Lib. of Cong.)
(Formerly, AerospaceInformation Division)
ATE
1. Airborne Test Equipment
2. Automated Test Equipment
ATECOM
Army Test and Evaluation Command Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md.
ATEGG






Automatic Terminal Information Service (Aviation)
ATL




Atmospheric and Terrestrial Laboratory for Applications in Space





Apollo Telescope Mount (NASA)
ATMOS
Atmospheric Trace Molecule Spectroscopy
ATO
1. Abort-To-Orbit (Space Shuttle)
2. Air Traffic Operations Service
ATOPS




1. Advanced Test Reactor
2. Air Turborocket
3. Air Transport Rating
4. Attenuated Total Reflectance
ATRC
Army Transportation Research Command, Fort Eustis, Va.
ATS
1. Applications Technology Satellite
2. Assembly Truss and Structure
3. Attitude Transfer System
ATSD
Airborne Traffic Situation Display (FAA)
ATSIT

















Automated Ground Operations Scheduling System
AUWE




Automatic Vapor Crystal Growth
AVE









Advanced Visual Information Display
Aerospace Vehicle Interactive Design
Airborne Vehicle Identification
AVIRIS
Airborne Visible and Infrared Imaging Spectrometer
AVPP












1. Air WeatherService,ScottAir ForceBase,Ill.




Advanced X-ray Astrophysics Facilty
AXAF-R















1. Balloon and Nike-Scaled High-Explosive Experiments




Ballistic Test and Evaluation System
BATSE
Burst And Transient Source Experiment
BATTERY




(Reduced probability distribution proposed by Bogoliubov, Born, Green, Kirkwood, and
Yvon; Plasma Kinetics)
BBSO























Budgeted Cost for Work Performed
Budgeted Cost for Work Scheduled
Bibliographic Data Set Description
Bit Error Rate
Biomedical Experiment Scientific Satellite
Body Flap (Space Shuttle)
Backup Hight Control (Space Shuttle)
Blood-Forming Organs
Backup Hight System (Space Shuttle)
Bhatnagar, Gross, Krook equation












Biological Cosmic Ray Experiment
BIOLABS






Brayton Isotope Power System
Bureau of Intelligence and Research Dept. of State, Washington, D.C.
1. Binary Digit (Data processing)
2. Built-in Test
1, Built-In Test Equipment
2. Series of Eight BITs (Computer Memory)
Battleview Image Transmission System
BLAST























1. Bits Per Second
2. Boost Pump Start
3. Bytes/Sec (Data Processing)
Binary Phase Shift Key
Bit Rate
BRDF
Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function
BRL
Ballistic Research Labs., Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md.
BRS
Building Research Station (Brit.)
BRTS
Bi-Lateration Ranging Transponder System
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BSD










(A Computer Program for Uniaxial
LaminatedStructuralSections)
CompressiveBuckling Loads of Orthotropic
BUCLASP
(A Computer Program for Uniaxial Compressive
Laminated Stiffened Plates)
Buckling Loads of Orthotropic
BUSHIPS
Bureau of Ships, Washington, D.C.
BUSS


























2. Control and Debug
CADAM

















ChemicallyActive Material Ejectedin Orbit
(NimbusG piggybackexperimentattachedto the Delta 2nd stage)







1. Civil Air Patrol







Civil Air Regulation (FAA)
CARD
Civil Aviation Research and Development (NASA)
CARDE
Canadian Armament Research and Development Establishment
CARE
Computer Aided Reliability Estimation
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CARETS


















































Contracted Configuration Interaction (quantum chemistry)
CCIR
Consultative Committee for International Radio
CCITT
Consultative Committee for International Telephone and Telegraph
CCL











































Central Data Handling Facility
CDI
Course Deviation Indicator (Aviation)
CDMA
Code Division Multiple Access
CDMS
Cryospheric Data Management System
CDR
1. Commander (Shuttle Commander)
2. Critical Design Review
CDRC




Cockpit Display of Traffic Information
CDU
Coupling and Display (Data) Unit
CEA
Control Electronics Assembly (Space Shuttle)
CEFOAM




















































(Also VFR - Visual Flight Rules)
CFRP




1. Center of Gravity
2. Coast Guard, Washington, D. C.
CGBA
Commercial Generic Bioprocessing Apparatus
CHAMP
Comet Halley Active Monitoring Program
CHCS





















































CanadaInstitute for Scientific andTechnicalInformation
CIT
California Institute of Technology






































































(National Centerfor SpaceStudies- France)
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CNI























1. Carder On-Board Delivery (aircraft, Naval Aviation)
2. Continuous Optical Discharge
3. Crack Opening Displacement
CODAR
Coastal Oceanic Dynanic Application Radar
CODD






























Coherent Optical System of Modular Imaging Collectors
Computer Software Management and Information Center
COSTI



























Compressed Pulse Radar Altimeter
cps
1. Characters Per Second
2. Cycles Per Second
CPT
1. Common Pilot Tone










































































































Conventional Takeoff and Landing
Carboxyl-Terminated Polybutadiene
Carboxy Terminated PolyEster Propellant
Controlled Thermonuclear Reactors
1. Coded Time Sequence
2. Communications and Tracking (Sub)system




1. Chemical Vapor Deposition
2. Communication Value Development, (Gt. Brit.)
Charted Visual Flight Procedure
Carrier Vessel, Nuclear












































Danish Atomic Energy Commission, Roskilde
DAEMO
Data Adaptive Evaluator & Monitoring System System
DAIR
Direct Altitude Identity Readout
(Terminal radar facility for air traffic control)
DAIS
Defense Automated Integrated Switching System
DAMP









































1. Direct Broadcast Sounder








1. Data Capture Facility
2. Dynamic Coersive Force
DCL
Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) Command Language
DCM




1. Data Collection System
2. Decompression Sickness
3. Defense Communications System
DCS/D
Deputy Chief of Staff (Development), Washington, D.C.
DCS/O
Deputy Chief of Staff (Operations), Washington, D.C.
DCU
1. Digital Control Unit






































































(for the dynamicsimulationand stability analysisof spacecraft)
DISPO
Display InteractiveSystemof Orbit Planning
DIVOT














































Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy
1. Department of Commerce
2. Direct Operation Costs
3. Discipline Operations Center
Department of Defense


































































Defense Satellite Communications System
DSCT
Directional Solidification of Cadmium Telluride
DSIF
Deep Space Instrumentation Facility
DSIP
Delta Sleep Inducing Peptides
DSIS

























Duration (Mission durationof eachShuttleflight)
DVLBI























Extensive Air Showers (Cosmic Rays)
EASE
Eva Assembly of Structures Experiment
EASE/ACCESS
Experimental Assembly of Structures in EVA/Assembly Concept for Construction of
Erectabel Space Structures
EASEP
Early Apollo Science Experiments Package
EBIC
Electron-Beam-Induced Current (conductivity)
(a scanning electron microscope mode)
EBR






















EnvironmentalControl and Life Support
ECLSS




































2. Emergency Deorbit System (NASA)
3. Emergency Detection System



























































Equilibrium Problemsof Linear Structures
1. EuropeanLaunchingDevelopmentOrganization
2. EuropeanSpaceVehicleLauncherDevelopmentOrganization





















































Evaluated Nuclear Data File (AEC)
Essentially Non-Oscillatory
E1 Nino Southern Oscillation




Experimental Organic Cooled Reactor
Eccentric Orbiting Geophysical Observatory






Evaluationof Oxygen Interaction with Materials
End of Life
EOMV
Enhanced Orbital Maneuvering Vehicle
EOPAP




1. Earth Observing System
2. Equations of State
EOS-AERO
EOS Aerosol (Shuttle payload to observe aerosols in the atmosphere)
EOS-ALT
EOS Altimeter (Shuttle payload to observed ocean circulation and
global ice sheet mass balance)
EOS-AM
EOS A.M. (Shuttle payload to observe clouds, aerosols, radiative
balance, and characterization of terrestrial surface)
EOS-CHEM
EOS Chemistry (Shuttle payload to observe atmospheric chemical
species and their transformations, and ocean surface
EOS-PM
EOS P.M. (Shuttle payload to observe clouds and precipitation,















Electrical Power Generator (Space Shuttle)
EPIRB
Emergency Position Indicating Radio Beacon
EPNDB
Effective Perceived Noise in Decibels
EPOCS










Earth Radiation Budget Experiment
ERBS
Earth Radiation Budget Satellite
ERDA






























































Environmental Science Services Administration






















































Experimental Inter-American Meteorological Rocket project (NASA)
EXITE
Energetic X-ray Imaging Telescope Experiment
EXOSAT
European X-ray Observatory Satellite
EXPOS





































1. Face Center Cubic Crystal
2. Federal Communications Commission
FCHP
Feedback Controlled Heat Pipes
FCI
Full Configuration-Interaction (Quantum Chemistry)
FCOS
Flight Control Operating System (Space Shuttle)
FCP
Fuel Cell Power (Plant, Space Shuttle)
FCS
Flight Control System (Space Shuttle)
FDA
1. Fault Detection and Accommodation
2. Fault Detection and Annunciation (Space Shuttle)
3. Food and Drug Administration
FDD
































2. Fountain Effect Pumps
Flash Evaporator System (Space Shuttle)
FESR










































































2. Facility Module (Man-tendedmodule in supportof ISF providing
























Francais Ocean et Climat dans rAtlantique
Fiber Optic Chemical Sensors
Fiber Optic Gyroscope
FOGW























ForestProductsLab., (Dept.of Agric.) Madison,Wis.
Flying PersonnelResearchCommittee(Gt. Brit.)
1. Field ReversedConfiguration





























































Graduate Aeronautical Lab., Cal. Inst. Technology
Guyggenheim Deronautical Lab., (at Col. Inst. of Technology)
Genesis of Atlantic Lows Experiment
GAMA




Global Atmospheric Measurements Program (NSF)




Global Atmospheric Res. Program
(Sponsored by the World Meteorological Organization)
GAS
Get-Away Special (Space Shuttle)
GAS BRIDGE


















































































































Goddard Institute for Space Science
Measure of Torsional Stiffness
Goddard Laboratory for Atmospheric Sciences
Gravity Induced Loss of Consciousness
Global Land Information System
Shuttle Glow (I-:Iitchhiker payload to measure optical emissions
observed on the surface of spacecraft and Shuttle)
GLOMR




Global War Avoidance Telecommunications System
GLRS
1. Geodynamics Laser Sensing System

















Giant On-Line Instrumentfor the Acquisition andTotal Handlingof data
GOSAMR






























Gamma Ray Imaging Device
Global Resources Information System




1. Geometric Radiating Surface
2. Great Red Spot
3. Gamma-Ray Source
4. Gamma-Ray Spectrometer (from SMM)
General Services Administration
Ground Support Equipment





















Global Tropospheric Experiment (NASA)
Ground Test Facility
Geomagnetic Tail Laboratory (Satellite in the OPEN program)
1. Geosynchronous Transfer Orbit
2. Guaranteed Observing Time
Gigavolt
Generalized Valence Band (Quantum chemistry)
Gravitational Wave
(Vibrational Acceleration in the Direction of the X-Axis)
Gray (Radiation dosage unit of measure)
(Vibrational Acceleration in the Direction of the Y-Axis)
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gz









High Altitude Nuclear Detection Studies
HAO
High Altitude Observatory
(Boulder, Colo.-Nat. Ctr. for Atmospheric Research)
HARCO
Hyperbolic Area Coverage System (Navigation)
HARV
High Alpha Research Vehicle
HASP
1. Hand Altitude Sounding Projectile
























Hexagonal Close Packed Structures
Hybrid Driver Controller (Space Shuttle)
Human Disorientation Device
Harry Diamond Labs., Washington, D. C.
High Eccentricity orbit
High Energy Astronomical Observatory spacecraft
HECRE





1. Horizonal Electric Dipole









































1. Heat Flow Experiment
2. Human Factors Engineering
High-Frequency Sounder System
High-Gain Antenna
Hitchhiker-G (Shuttle cargo bay sidewall mounted carrier for small
HH-G1
Hitchhiker-G1 (Demonstration flight of Hitchhiker-G hardware)
HH-M
Hitchhiker-M (Shuttle cargo bay across-bay carrier for small
experiments)
HHS
Health and Human Services
HICAT Project
1. High Resolution Coverage Antenna Technique
2. High Altitude Clear Air Turbulence
HIIS












































































































































































Instituto de Atividades Espacios (Centro Tecnico Aerospacial de Sao Jose dos campos -
Brazil)
I. Image Analysis Facility
2. InitialApproach Fix
1. Instrument Approach Procedure
2. Intra-Abdominal Pressure
Ion Auxiliary Propulsion System
International Astronomical Union
Intermediate BTU Gas
1. Image Based Information System
2. Instrument for Biological Investigations In Space
International Business Machines Corp.
Initial Blood Storage Equipment
Infrared Background Signature Survey
Internal Beating Stabilized Sighting Unit
(A stabilized platform for mounting target acquisition and designation instruments on the














2. InternationalCouncil of theAeronauticalSciences
ICASE























Integrated Control and Health Monitoring
Image Composition Language
1. Improved Communications, Navigation, and Identification
2. Integrated Communication, Navigation, and Identification
Interagency Committee on Oceanography, Washington, D. C. (Later, CMSER)
Idaho Chemical Processing Plant
Analysis and
ICR
Inertial Confinement Fusion Reactor
ICRCCM
InterComparison of Radiation Code in Climate Models
ICRS
Intercom Remote Station (Space Shuttle)
ICSU






Institute for Defense Analyses, Washington, DoC.
IDAMS








































IternationalFederationof Air Traffic ControllersAssociations
IFF
1. If and only If (Logic/Mathematics)
2. Identification, Friend or FOE (Detection)
IFM






International Field Year on the Great Lakes
IFWS
Integrated Flexible Welding System
IG
Igloo (Structure which provides a pressurized and thermally






Interim Geophysical Data Records
IGM
1. Intergalactic Media
2. Iterative Guidance Mode
IGRF






























1. Initial Mass Function



























1. Information Management System
2. Ion Mass Spectrometer
Independent Model Space Control
IMU
Inertial Measurement Unit (Space Shuttle)
(see also SDIMU)
INAA



























Independent Orbiter Assessment (Space Shuttle)
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IOC
1. Initial Operational Capability
2. In-Orbit Construction
3. Intercell Ohmic Contact
IOCM
Interim Operational Contamination Monitor
IOM






Infrared Processing and Analysis Center
IPACS
Integrated Power/Attitude Control System
IPAD
Integrated Programs for Aerospace Vehicle Design
IPC
1. Interprocess Communications
2. Image Proportional Counter (Astronomy; HEAO-2)
IPIS
Interactive Parameter Identification System
IPIS-RAFB
Instrument Pilot Instructor School Randolph Air Force Base, Tex.
IPL
1. Image Processing Laboratory
2. Interplanetary Physics Laboratory













International Partner Operations Center
Image Processor for Optical Data
1. Instrument Pointing System
2. Intermittent Positive Control
3. Isotope Power System
International Practical Temperature Scale









Interactive Data Reduction and Analysis Facility
Infrared Astronomical Satellite
IRBM
Intermediate Range Ballistic Missile
IRCFE












1. Infrared Detection and Array
2. Infrared Detection and Acquisition
International Reference Ionosphere
1. Inertial Reference Integration Gyro
2. Inter-range Instrumentation Group
Infrared Information and Analysis
1. Infrared Interferometer Spectrometer (Voyager)
2. Itallian Research Interim Stage
Interrogation Recording and Location System
(Naval Oceanographic Office)
Integrated Rendezvous Radar Target
Infrared Telescope in Space
1. Interstage Adapter
2. International Standard Atmosphere
INTELESAT Solar Array Coupons
ISAIAH
Israeli Space Agency Investigation About Hornets
ISAMS
Improved Stratospheric and Mesospheric Sounder
ISAS







Inertialess Steerable Communications Antenna
International Sanitary Convention for Air Navigation
ISCCP








International Satellite for Ionospheric Study
ISLSCP
International Satellite Land-Surface Climatology Project
ISM
























1. Imaging Science Subsystem
2. Ion Scattering Spectroscopy
3. Integrated Start System (Satellite)
Internal Spectral Shifter and Energy Converter
Instrument Support Terminal
Information Sciences Technology Office
International Solar Terrestrial Physics (program)
International Space Year
Integral Throat and Entrances (of rocket nozzles)
Industries Test Lab., Philadelphia Naval Shipyard, Pa.
Improved TIROS Operational Satellite
Intra-Thoracic Pressure
Infrared Temperature Profile Radiometer
International Telecommunications Union
1. Instrumented Test Vehicle












Inertial Upper Stage (Space Shuttle)
Integrated Utility Systems Board
Industry University Technology Experiment
Current/Voltage
Intravenous




















Japan's Earth Resources Satellite
JIAFS
Joint Institute for Advancement of Flight Sciences
JICST
Japanese Information Center for Science and Technology
JOCR
Joint Observatory for Cometary Research
JOSE












Vigilante Aircraft or RA-5C Aircraft or A3J Aircraft
(North Amer. Aviat.)
JSC
NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center
(Formerly Manned Spacecraft Center)
JSEP











KnowledgeAvailability SystemsCenter(U. of Pittsburgh)
K-band













Kitt Peak National Observatory
KREEP
Potassium, Rare-Earth Elements and Phosphorus























































































Load Controller Assembly (Space Shuttle)
1. Linear Combination of Atomic Orbitals
2. Limited Configuration Atomic Orbital
1. Launch Control Center (Space Shuttle)
2. Life Cycle Costs
Liquid Crystal Display
LCELSS







Lithium Cooled Reactor Experiment















































1. Low Energy Molecular Scattering
2. Linear Econometric Modeling System
Lunar Extravehicular Mobility Unit
Low Earth Orbit
Laboratory for Extraterrestrial Physics
Equivalent Continuous Noise Level (4 db exchange rate)
Lewis Research Center
Lincoln Experimental Satellite
1. Large European Solar Telescope (Earth Survey)
2. Low Energy Speech Transmission
Linear Energy Transfer
Launch Equipment Test Facility
Low Frequency
1. Laminar Flow Control
























































Lunar Mass Spectrometer (also known as LACE)
Lockheed Missiles and Space Company
1. Land Mobile Satellite Service
2. Lunar Mapping and Survey System
Linear Muffin-Tin Orbitals (Atomic physics)







(An incident involving theloss of primary coolant in a nuclear reactor)
LOCOSS








Low Frequency Transionospheric Satellite
LOH
Light Observation Helicopter (OH-6)
LOLA










Low Observable Reentry Vehicle
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LOS






























































1. Large Scale Integration






Lunar Seismic Profiling Experiment
LSPET
Lunar Sample Preliminary Examination Team
LSRF
Astrophysics Magnetic Spectrometer Facility
LSS
1° Lunar Soil Stimulant
2. Life Support Subsystem
LST
1. Large Space Telescope
2. Large Scale Turbulence
LTA
1. Lighter-Than-Air aircraft








Electromagnetic Spacecraft Rail Launcher
133
LU-ADI









Local Vertical, Local Horizontal
LWACC













Middeck Active Control Experiment
MACHO
Massive Compact Halo Object
MACS




Modular Auxiliary Data System (Space Shuttle)
MAF
Michoud Assembly Facility (NASA)
MAGIC
Machine for Automatic Graphics Interface to a Computer
MAGSAT
Magnetic Field Satellite (AEM-C)
MAIDS



























Math modeling And Reliability Transducers
(for sonar arrays)
MAS
1. Mechanical Actuation System (Space Shuttle)
2. Millimeter-wave Atmosphere Sounder
MASC
Mission and Safety Critical
MASER



























1. Megabits per Second
2. Microbial Bioreactor Systems
1. Main Combustion Assembly
2. Minimum Crossing Altitude




















































Marine Engineering Lab., Annapolis, Md.
MEL-S
Military Electronics Lab. (Sweden)
MELTER
Mesosphere Lower Thermosphere Explorer
MEM
1. Mars Excursion Module
2. Maximum Entropy Method
MEMBRANE































































Mission Modes and Systems Analysis
MIMR















































Manned Lunar Exploration Program
Main Landing Gear (Space Shuttle)
Multilayer Insulation
Monodisperse Latex Reactor
1. Microwave Landing System
2. Microwave Limb Sounder
3. Multifrequency Laser Sounding








(Methods for orbital assembly of large space structures)
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MMC




Monolithic Microwave Integrated Circuits
MMLS
Material and Maintenance Logistics System
MMR







1. Manned Maneuvering Unit
2. Mass Memory Unit (Space Shuttle)
MNET
Mission and data directorate, NETwork
MNOS
Metal Nitride Oxide Semiconductor
MO
1. Mars Observer (Mission)
2. Molecular Orbital
MO&DA

































Mini Orbital Maneuvering Vehicle
MONOS



















2. Metal Oxide Semiconductors
MOSFET
































Minimum Power Level (Space Shuttle)
Manipulator Positioning Mechanism (Space Shuttle)
Massively Parallel Processor
Modal Positive Position Feedback
Minimum Pure Radium Equivalent
Main Propulsion System (Space Shuttle)
Mexican Payload Specialist Experiment
Mercury Flight
1. Mean Reference Axis

















































1. Mobile Servicing Centre (Canadian)
2. Manned Spacecraft Center
MSF
Manned Space Flight Program
MSFC
Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Ala.
MSFN




















1. Materials Science Laboratory
2. Mean Sea Level
Molten-Salt Reactor
1. Materials Science in Space
2. Mechanical and Structural Subsystems
3. Mobile-Satellite Service
4. Mobile Servicing System
5. Modular Space Station
6. Multispectral Scanner
Mesosphere Stratosphere Troposphere
Miniature Seeker Technology Integration
Microwave Sounding Unit
Mean Time Between Failure
Mean Time Between Repairs
Man-Tended Capability
1. Matrix Test Facility (for HTAH for magnetohydrodynamics power plants)
2. Mississippi Test Facility
3. Modulator Transfer Function
Man Tended Free Flyer










2. Mean Time to Restore(USAF)




Mean Time to Repair
MTTS
Mean Time to Service
MTU
Master Timing Unit (Space Shuttle)
MUBIS



































National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
NADC-AC
Aeronautical Computer Lab., Naval Air Development Center, Johnsville, Pa.
NADC-AR
Aviation Armament Lab., Naval Air Development Center, Johnsville, Pa.
NADC-AI
Aeronautical Instruments Lab., Naval Air Development Center, Johnsville, Pa.
NADC-AW
Anti-Submarine Warfare Lab., Naval Air Development Center, Johnsville, Pa.
NAD-CI
Naval Ammunition Depot, Crane, Ind.
NADC-ED
Engineering Development Lab., Naval Air Development Center, Johnsville, Pa.
NADC-EL
Aeronautical Electronic and Electrical Lab., Naval Air Development Center, Johnsville,
Pa.
NADC-MA
Aviation Medical Acceleration Lab., Naval Air Development Center, Johnsville, Pa.
NAE




2. Naval Air EngineeringCenter,Philadelphia,Pa.
NAEC-ACEL








Air EngineeringLab.,Naval Air EngineeringCenter,Philadelphia,Pa.
NAF








Naval Medical ResearchUnit No. 2, Taipei, Taiwan
NAPALM
National ADP Program for Army Material Command Logistics Management
NAR
1. National Aerospace Standards
2. North American Route
3. Numerical Analysis Research
NARTS
Naval Air Rocket Test Station, Lake Denmark, Dover, N.J.
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NAS













Naval Air Systems Command
NASDA
National Space Development Agency (Japan)
NASIS
NASA Aerospace Safety Information System
NASL








Naval Air Test Center, Patuxent River, Md.
NATO
North Atlantic Treaty Organization
NATTS-ATL














































































NASA Energy Cost Analysis (Computer) Program
NEDU-NWP
Navy Experimental Diving Unit, Naval Weapons Plant, Washington, D.C.
NEEP
NEMS
Nuclear Electronic Effects Program
Nimbus-E Microwave Spectrometer
NERVA
Nuclear Engine for Rocket Vehicle Applications
NEPRF
Naval Environmental Prediction Research Facility
NESDIS























1. Near Infrared Mapping Spectrometer




National Institute for Standards and Technology











Naval Missile Center, Point Mugu, Calif.
NMDL
Navy Mine Defense Lab., Panama City, Fla.
NMFRL
Naval Medical Field Research Lab., Camp Lejeune, N.C.
NMFS
National Marine Fisheries Service
NMH




Used Interchangeably for MNOS
(metal-nitride-oxide-semiconductors)
NMNRU
Navy Medical Neuropsychiatric Research Unit, San Diego, Calif.
NMRI
Naval Medical Research Inst., Bethesda, Md.
NMRL
Naval Medical Research Lab., New London, Conn.
NNS








































Naval Ordnance Test Station, China Lake, Calif.
NOVA




Naval Photographic Interpretation Center, Washington, D.C.
NPL




1. Naval Propellant Plant, Indian Head, Md.
2. Net Primary Production
NPSN
NAS (Numerical Aerodynamic Simulation) Processing System Network
NPSS




National Research Council, Washington, D.C.
NRC-MAC
Mine Advisory Committee, National Research Council, Washington, D.C.
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NRCC-ME
National ResearchCouncil of Canada Div. of Mechanical Engineering
NRCC/REE
Radio and Electrical Engineering Div., National Research Council of Canada
NRDL
Naval Radiological Defense Lab., San Francisco, Calif.
NILE
Naval Research Establishment (Canada)
NREN




Naval Research Lab., Washington, D. C.
NRL-C




Navy Remote Ocean Sensing System
NRTS
Nuclear Reactor Test Site
NSAM
Naval School of Aviation Medicine, Pensacola, Fla.
NSB
























































Naval Weapons Evaluation Facility, Albuquerque, N. Mex.
NWL
Naval Weapons Lab., Dahlgren, Va.
NWPW
Naval Weapons Plant, Washington, D.C.
NWRF
Naval Weather Research Facility, Norfolk, Va.
NWS
1. National Weather Service
2. Nose-Wheel Steering (Space Shuttle)
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NYNS-ML
New York Naval ShipyardMaterial Lab,Brooklyn
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OOA
1. NASA Office of the Administrator
2. Office of Applications
OACSI-DA







Operations Analysis Office, Air Force, Washington, D.C.
OAOAFLC
Operations Analysis Office, Air Force Logistics Command, Wright-Patterson Air Force
Base, Ohio.
OARE
Orbital Acceleration Research Experiment
OART
Office of Advanced Research and Technology
OASIS
OEX Autonomous Supporting Instrumentation System
OASPL
Overall Sound Pressure Level
OAST
NASA Office of Aeronautics and Space Technology
OAST-FLYER
Office of Aeronautics and Space Technology-Flyer
OAST-x

















NASA Office of Commercial Programs
Orbiter Cloud Photopolarimeter (Pioneer)
Optical Character Recognition
OCTW






Orbiting Deep Space Relay Station
OE
OECO











OperationsEvaluationGroup,Office of Naval Operations
Orbiter Experiments
Oxygen-Free,High-Conductivity(Copper)
1. Orbital Flight Test












Oxygen Interaction with Materials
Optical Line Scanner
Office of Management and Budget
Orbital Maneuvering System





Office of Naval Intelligence,Washington,D.C.
ONR
Office of Naval Research,Washington,D.C.
ONRL










Origins of Plasmasin theEarth'sNeighborhood
OPEP
Orbit PlaneExperimentPackage
(for use on OGO)
OPIS
Operational Satellite Improvement Program
OPLE
Omega Position Location Equipment
OPM
2.
o Optical Properites Monitor
Office of Personnel Management (Previously - Civil Service
Commission)
OPUS























Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Orbiter Refueling System
Orbital Replacement Unit
NASA Office of Space Communications
OSCAR

















1. Office of Space Science (NASA)
2. Office of Space Station (NASA)
Office of Space Science 1
Office of Space Science and Applications
NASA Office of Space Systems Development
NASA Office of Space and Terrestrial Applications (Currently OAST)
OSWD





Office of Tracking and Data Acquisition
Operational Test and Evaluation Force, Norfolk, Va.
I. Optical Transfer Function
2. Optimum Traffic Frequency










Orbiter Timing Buffer (Space Shuttle)
Orbit Transfer System
Office of Technology Utilization
Orbit Transfer Vehicle
(propulsive rocket or stage to supplant IUS and SSUS)
Optimized Valence Configuration (quantum chemistry)














































Phsiological & Anatomical Rodent Experiment
PARESEV
Paraglider Research Vehicle 91, IA, II, etc.
PASS
1. Pressurized Air Starter System
2. Primary Avionics Software System (Space Shuttle)
PBAA
Polybutadiene Acrylic Acid (Copolymer)
PBAN




















1. Partial Conserved Axial Currents
2. Partially Conserved Axial-Vector Current
PCD-BR






Protein Crystal Growth Prototype
PCGU
PCM
Protein Crystal Growth Unit
1. Phase Change Material
2. Pulse Code Modulation
PCS
PCTR
1. Pointing Control System
2. Pressure Control System (Space Shuttle)





Pressure Control Unit, ATLAS
PDLG
PDM
Pitman-Dunn Labs. Group, Frankford Arsenal, Philadelphia, Pa.
Pulse Duration Modulation
PDME
Precision Distance Measuring Equipment
PDMP
Project Data Management Plan
PDOP
Position Dilution of Precision
PDP Computer
(Tradename for a Packard-Bill digital computer system)
PDR
1. Preferential Departure Route
2. Preliminary Design Review
PDRS/PFTA






Power Drive Unit (Space Shuttle)
PEGASUS
1. Pegasus Air-Breathing Launch Vehicle




























Portable Foot Restraint (Space Shuttle)
1. Primary Guidance Subsystem












Particulate Impact Analyzer (Giotto)
Particle-In-CeU
PICAO
Provisional International Civil Aviation Organization
PICCA
Positive Ion Cluster Composition Analyzer
PIDAS
Portable Instant Display and Analysis Spectrometer
PIDP
Programmable Indicator Data Processor
PIG
1. Pendulons Intergrating Gyro
2. Phillips Ionization Gauge
3. Plasma Ion Generator
PIGA
Pendulons Integrating Gyro Accelerometer
PIMMR
Passive Imaging Multichannel Microwave Radiometer
PIMS







Proton Induced X-ray Emission
PIXIE








Packaged Liquid Air Augmented Rockets
PLACE







Planned Logistics Analysis and Evaluation Techniques
PLAT
Pilot Landing Air Television (System)
PLB















1. Payload Commander (Member of the Shuttle crew having overall crew
responsibility for planning, integration, and on-orbit coordination of payload
mission activities.)
2. Pressurized Logistics Carrier
Propellant Level Control Unit
Pilot Land Data System
Phase Linear Interferometer Experiment
Phase Lock Loop
Primary Landing Site (Space Shuttle)
1. Primary Life Support System
2. Portable Life Support System
Pilot (Member of the Shuttle crew)
Polymerization With Light Under Microgravity
1. Polymer Morphology
2. Pressurized Module
Power Management and Distribution



















































1. Perpendicularto Orbital Plane




























Polar PlasmaLaboratory(Satellitein the OPEN program)
PulsePositionModulation









Plutonium Recycle Ceramic Fuel
























PayloadSpecialist(Memberof the Shuttlecrew,who is not a NASA astronaut,whose






1. Performance Seeking Control
2. Platform Support System







Program Support Communications Network
Physiological Systems Experiment




Material Labs., Puget Sound Naval Shipyard, Bremerton, Wash.
PSP












1. Proof Test Model
2. Pulse Time Modulation






























































Quartermaster Food and Container Inst. for the Armed Forces, Chicago, Ill.
QFEA
Quartermaster Field Evaluation Agency Fort Lee, Va.
Quiet Propulsion Lift Technology Program
Quadrature Phase Shift Keying
Quartermaster Research and Engineering Command, Natick, Mass°




























Radarof the Amazon (Aerial survey project in Brazil similar to LANDSAT)
Radar









































RadarApproach Control Facility (USAF)
RAPPI
Random Access Plan Position Indicators
192
RARDE






















Return Beam Vidicon Type of Camera used in ERTS-1 Satellite
Resistance Capacitance
Radio Corp. of America
Royal Canadian Air Force
Remote Communications Air-Ground (facility)
Recovery Control Center




































Regression Estimation of Event Probabilities
REFRASIL




1. Release Engagement Mechanism









































































































































Radio Technical Commission for Aeronautics
RTD
1. Research and Technology Div., Air Force Systems Command, Edwards, Calif.
2. Resistance Temperature Device
RTEAM






















Scout (Small class expendable launch vehicle)
S&A
Safety and Arming Device
SA
1. Single Access




Sample Acquisition, Analysis and Preservation (Pathfinder)
SAB
1. Satellite Assembly Building
2. Storage and Assembly Bldg.






Satellite de Aplicaciones Cientificas-B (Argentina)
SACC
Science and Applications Computing Center
SAC-O
Strategic Air Command, Offutt Air Force Base, Nebr.
SADE
Structural Assembly Demonstration Experiment
(for orbital assembly of large space structures)
SADTC

























(SeeRAM - Radar Absorbing Materials)
SAM-B
School of Aerospace Medicine, Brooks Air Force Base, Tex.
SAM II
Stratospheric Aerosol Measurement 2
SAMEX





















1. Scientific Absorption Rate
2. Search and Rescue
3. Stable Auroral Red (arc)
4. Synthetic Aperture Radar
SAREX
Shuttle Amateur Radio Experiment
SARP
Signal Automatic Radar Processing
SARSEX
SAR internal wave Signature EXperiment
SAS
1. Space Adaptation Syndrome











































SpacecraftChargingat High Altitude (satellite)
SCATS
SimulationCheckoutAnd TrainingSystem










































































































































Seasonal Response of the Equatorial Atlantic
SERIES
Satellite Emission Range Infrared Earth Survey
SERN
Single Expansion Ramp Nozzle






Space Electric Rocket Test
Spinning Satellite for Electric Rocket Test




1. Stifling Engine System
Suffield Experimental Station (Canada)
Space and Earth Sciences Advisory Committee
SESAME
Severe Environmental Storm and Mesoscale Experiment
SET Program








Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence
1. Solar Electric Test Satellite
2. Solar Energy Thermionic Conversion System (NASA)
3. Stereo Electro-optical Tracking System
Single-Event Upset
Single Frequency Approach














2. SpaceFlight Participant(A Shuttlecrew memberwhose
requiredfor operationof payloadsor
SFU-RET
















Simplified Helmholtz Integral Program
SHOOT






































1. Shuttle Imaging Radar
2. Spaceborne Imaging Radars (series)
Shuttle Imaging Radar-C
Support Instrumentation Requirements Document
SIREN capsule












Space Infrared Telescope Facility
Shuttle Infrared Telescope Facility
1. Simulation Induced Sickness
2. Single Interceptor Satellite
3. Superconductor-Insulator-Superconductor
Shuttle Imaging Spectrometer Experiment
Satellite Inspector Target
Satellite Instructional Television Experiment




Spacelab Lyman Alpha Coronograph
SLAR
Side Looking Airborne Radar
SLBM
1. Space-Launched Ballistic Missile
2. Submarine-Launched Ballistic Missile
SLC
Shuttle Launch Complex (VAFB)
SLEEC
Shingle Lap Extendible Exit Cone
SLM
1. Single-Longitudinal-Mode (lasers)
2. Spatial Light Modulator
SLOC
Source Lines of Code
SLR
1. Satellite Laser Ranging
2. Side-Looking Radar
SLS
Space Life Sciences Laboratory
SLS-1
Spacelab Life Sciences One
SLSTP





















(Programusing Earth Observatory Satellite)
SMMC
Systems Maintenance and Monitoring Console
SMMR
Scanning Multichannel (or Multifrequency) Microwave Radiometer
(Nimbus-7)
SMRD
Spin Motor Rotation Detector
SMRM





Soil Mechanics Surface Sampler
Surface Mount Technology
SMTRB







































































2. SpectrumOrbit Utilization Program
Statementof Work
Satellite Precipitation and Cloud Experiment
Spacecraft Prelaunch Automatic Checkout Equipment
SPADATS
Space Detection and Tracking System
SPADE
Sparta Acquisition Digital Equipment
SPADVOS




1. Space Plasma Analysis Network








Space Power Advanced Reactor Program (Los Alamos)
Space Processing Applications Rocket
Structural Performance Analysis and Redesign
Slant Path Atmospheric Refraction Calibrator
Spectral Analysis and Recognition Computer
SPARTAN




























1. Sacramento Peak Observatory, Sunspot, N. Mex.
2. Solar Polar Orbitor
SPOT
SPP
1. Speed Position and Track
(synchronous navigation satellite system)































































































































4. Spacecraft Systems Test
5. Supersonic Transport
SSTIR











































StarTracker for EconomicalLong Life Attitude Reference
STEM
1. ScanningTransmissionElectronMicroscope







































1. Standard Temperature and Pressure
2. Space Test Program
Space Test Program-x
1. Solar-Terrestrial Science
2. Space Transportation System
1. Solar-Terrestrial Theory Program




Submarine Integrated Control Project
SUMS












Sievert (Radiation dose unit of measure)
SVFR




Special Warfare Agency, Fort Bragg, N. C.
SWADE
Surface Wave Dynamics Experiment
SWAPP
Surface Wave Processes Program
SWAS
Submillimeter Wave Astronomy Satellite
SWATEM
























(Trace(element)AnalyzerBasedon LaserAblation and SelectivityExcitedRadiation)
TAC
1. Tactical Air Command, Langley Air Force Base, Va.
2. Technology Application Centers (NASA)
TAC
Turbine Alternator Compressors
(Major component of experimental nuclear power generation system capable of producing








Terminal Area Energy Management guidance
TAFIES
























































1. Test and Checkout Plan
2. Transmission Control Protocol
3. Technical Change Proposal
TCP theorems
(T - time inversion operations; C - parity operations; P - charge conjugation operation)
TCR
1. Temperature Coefficient of Resistance
2. Two Color Refractometer
TCS












2. Touch Down (Space Shuttle)
Toluene - 2.4 - Diamine
Tracking and Data Acquisition System
TDASS




Transposition Docking and Extraction





Tracking and Data Relay Satellite
TDRS-II
Tracking and Data Relay Satellite Series-II
TDRSS
Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System
TDSS







1. Torque Equilibrium Attitude



















Transverse Electromagnetic Mode (oo is direction of plane)
TEMP
1. Thermal Energy Management Process (experiment)
























































1. Thrust Inlet Pressure
2. Tiros Information Processor
























2. Thematic Mapper (Landsat)
3. Transverse Magnetic-Wave
TMA









2. TRMM Microwave Imager
TMIS
TML





































Thermoelectric Outer Planet Spacecraft


























(T - time inversion operations; P - parity operations; C - charge conjugation operation)
Tank Pressure Control Experiment

















































Time Reference Scanning Beam
(Microwave landing system)
Teleoperator and Robotic System Simulation
Transonic Research Tunnel
TRUST











































1. Universe Astronautics Foundation
2. University of Alaska-Fairbanks










Universal Digital Operational Flight Trainer
UDOP






















Ultra Low Chamber Pressure
ULYSSES
Formerly ISPM (International Solar Polar Mission)
UMTA
Urban Mass Transit Administration
UND
University of National Defense




United Nations Environment Program
UNESCO
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
UNICODE
Unique Injector Concepts Development
UNISTAR













United States Air Force
USAFE-T








Universal System of Units of Industrial Pneumatic Automation
USGCRP
United States Global Change Research Program
USGS
1. Geological Survey, Denver, Colo.
2. Geological Survey, Washington, D. C.
USL
1. Navy Underwater Sound Lab., Fort Trumbull, New London,







United States Microgravity Payload
United States Navy
USP/ESS





Urban Systems Project Office
Universities Space Research Association
Navy Underwater Sound References Lab., Orlando, Fla.
Unique Support Structure
U.S.S.R.





Universal Time System one
Universal Time Coordinated
UTDF



























Vandenberg Automatic Data Evaluation
VAFB
Vandenberg Air Force Base
VALT
VTOL Automatic Landing Technology (Program)
VANG 1
Variable Area Nozzle Gas Injection
VAS
1. Variable Angle Scatterometer
2. VISSR Atmospheric Sounder
VAS/CCOPE
Vertical Atmospheric Sounder/Cooperative Convective Precipitation Experiment
VAST
Versatile Avionics Shop Test System
VASI






























































VISSR Image Registration and Gridding System
VISSR





























































































Western Research Applications Center
WESTAR
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